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2009/2010
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The rest of the departments wrote their needs on the google.docs site, with English,
Special Ed., Business, Science, Counseling, Math, Family and Consumer Science, Visual
Arts, P.E., and Performing Arts all writing paragraphs about their most pressing academic
needs and their successes with currently enacted programs, interventions, and
enrichments.
A statement was made that when we evaluate this year’s requests, we need to review this
discussion of most pressing academic needs and tie them in as reading, writing, and math.
Sam Ray then reported that when making out the Trustlands report, he cites the previous
goal of reading, writing, and math as the most serious academic needs, but we have been
funding things that may not directly match that goal. He reported that he has taken the
heat for that.
Sam also reported that with the upcoming accreditation, we need parent input,
particularly as we create our long term professional development plan. Todd Smith is in
charge of the accreditation, and is currently devising the committees necessary for that.
We reviewed the last school newsletter and complimented Cynthia Gaddis (Marsha
Judkins) for her column. Pictures in the newsletter showed different phases of improving
the area between D-Wing and the main building. Basketball courts with a timer for
lighting, an amphitheater with new metal chairs, and a new project of up-lighting and
bricks for pavers around the trees are the three phases. We are currently asking for
donations by buying bricks ($40 or $80) to finish the third phase. This area is important
to improve, since it is the only area students can congregate without facing a busy street.
We decided that by next meeting we should be able to review requests. We will send out
the same form that Lisa used last year, Marsha Judkins has volunteered to update the
form (Cynthia Gaddis) and with a preliminary deadline (February 3rd) a week before the

next meeting (February 10th), we should be able to discuss these. Sam will send this
information to the faculty for these requests.
Other assignments were also made: Kelly Wing will write up the column of the
Council’s news for the February newsletter. Lori Rich will post the audio recording that
Russ Ridgeway made in this meeting, and Sam will send out an email with everyone’s
email address.
The meeting was done by 4:30.
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